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Our other Space
and RadHard Manufacturers

Protec GmbH is proud to announce Cooperation with
SEMICOA for Europe (Germany, Austria, Switzerland, UK, France, Italy,
Spain, Norway, Finland, Sweden, Denmark and Belgium)

SEMICOA offers one of the largest selection of small signal, RF and power
transistors for demanding military, space and high reliability industrial
applications. All devices are hermetically sealed in metal cans or ceramic packages.
SEMICOA has the largest selection of Radiation Hardened Bipolar Transistors in the
market, coupled with the most stringent radiation hardness assurance program in
the industry.
All of SEMICOA’s transistors are also available in die form for hybrid circuits.

All of these products are DLA Land & Maritime certified, are mission critical
electronic components for military and space programs specially designed and
produced to perform in high temperature and radiation environments. SEMICOA
supports numerous strategic aerospace, military and HiRel programs.
Headquartered in Costa Mesa, California, SEMICOA has design, development,
fabrication, assembly, and testing facilities in house. For almost 50 years, SEMICOA
has gained the reputation for quality, reliability and delivery.
Expertise: SEMICOA has assembled the industry’s most experienced designers,
engineers, production, packaging, quality control and sales people in the field of
discrete semiconductors. With the experience and knowledge of SEMICOA’s team,
we are YOUR technology partner. Let us help solve your product needs and
solutions.

Protec GmbH
Rosenheimer Landstraße 117
83229 Ottobrunn-Riemerling
GERMANY
eMail: sales@protec-semi.de
Web: http://www.protec-semi.de

Certification & Quality: SEMICOA facility has achieved the highest U.S.
government qualifications; JANS, MIL-PRF-19500, ISO 9001:2000 and AS
9100:2004 Rev C certification. SEMICOA maintains full documentation and process
control including required compliance testing. Our Quality Assurance department
coordinates all quality conformance inspections, and maintains lot histories for
each product type.
SEMICOA JAN / JANTX / JANTXV and JANS Products are EAR99, only the
guaranteed Radiation Hard Transistors are Classified under ECCN 9A515.
Please contact us if you have any questions or if you need a quote for any
SEMICOA Transistors.

